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Abstract— Reliability issues are more severe in multi/many-
core systems because of the integration of more devices in
advanced technology nodes. To achieve robust computing in
nanoscale designs, many circuit-level and architecture-level
redundancy techniques had been proposed, which pose large
fixed silicon area overhead and a lack of flexibility. In recent
years, some methods have exploited the “inherent core redun-
dancy” of many-core systems to implicitly implement N-modular
redundant (NMR) subsystems to achieve area-efficient fault-
tolerant computing. However, while facing the different levels
of soft error rate, task vulnerability, and task significance in
the many-core system, existing core-level redundancy methods
become ineffective. To achieve robust computation in many-
core systems with intercore variations and mixed workloads,
we propose a variation-aware core-level redundancy scheme. Two
novel approaches are presented in this scheme: 1) we construct
NMR tables that store the degree of redundancy using mathe-
matical models for systems affected by these variations and 2) we
dynamically allocate each replicated task to a proper core with
variation-aware mapping algorithms to achieve high reliability.
Based on a modified multicore simulator, Sniper-Transient Error
Process Variation (TEVR), the experimental results show that
the proposed scheme can increase the reliability by 47.92% and
achieve the energy saving of 39% compared with conventional
core-level redundancy methods.

Index Terms— Fault tolerance, many-core systems, software–
hardware codesign, task mapping, variations.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS CMOS technology advances, powerful many-core sys-
tems, such as Intel 61-core Xeon Phi coprocessor [1],

are developed and widely used in many high-performance
computing applications, such as recognition, mining, and
synthesis (RMS) [2]. Nevertheless, aside from the performance
benefits due to the integration of more devices, reliability
has become a significant concern in deep submicrometer and
nanoscale designs. In this paper, reliability is defined as the
probability of getting an error-free output of a program. A soft
error is a transient error caused by particle strikes from either
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alpha particles emitted from impurities in packaging mate-
rial or high-energy neutrons from cosmic rays. This makes
the microelectronic circuits and overall systems much less
reliable. In addition, energy efficiency is of great concern in
the advanced CMOS technology. However, the techniques for
energy efficiency, such as voltage over-scaling, are known to
exacerbate the soft error problem [3]. Therefore, the reliability
issues due to soft errors must be considered in order to design
a high-performance and energy-efficient many-core system in
advanced technology.

Because of technology scaling, variations in process para-
meters raise more complications to the reliability issues in the
system [4]. In particular, within-die variations have become
more serious and result in nonuniform process parameters on
different cores on a multiprocessor system [5]. Because of
the exponential dependence of soft error rate (SER) on the
process parameters [6], the variations for SER are significant,
and they show an increasing trend as technology scales [4].
These variations would then cause a chip to suffer from
unbalanced SERs. Such characteristic provides new challenges
and opportunities for designing reliable many-core systems
using these error-prone and unreliable components.

To obtain reliable systems, redundancy techniques have
been applied at various abstraction levels. From transistor
to system level, N-modular redundancy (NMR) [7], algorith-
mic noise-tolerance (ANT) [8], razor [9], and error resilient
system architecture (ERSA) [10] were proposed to achieve
robustness; however, they required additional hardware
components, which impose fixed overhead in cost and chip
area. By abstracting the problem to the system level, core-
level redundancy scheme can achieve fault-tolerant computing
with negligible hardware components. In recent years, as
the degrees of parallelism of many applications are limited,
as shown in Fig. 1(a), idle cores in a many-core system
could be exploited for redundant execution to increase system
reliability. As shown in Fig. 1(b), some methods have been
proposed to utilize the inherent core redundancy in many-core
systems for error resilience [11]–[16]. The aforementioned
conventional core-level redundancy schemes have discussed
how to choose the number of redundancy in a homogeneous
environment with static fault rate [13], [14], and formulated
NMR groups using idle cores in the system through random
mapping. However, formulating NMR without considering
variations may degrade the effect of NMR group. To our
knowledge, there is still no known technique that deals with
transient-fault and process variation simultaneously with aid
of core-level redundancy.
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Fig. 1. (a) Many idle cores are in the conventional parallel processing.
(b) Core-level redundancy scheme can achieve higher system reliability by
exploiting the inherent core redundancy.

Fig. 2. Two parts are in the proposed VACLR scheme, including
(a) construction of NMR table and (b) variation-aware task-to-core allocation.

To achieve the required reliability as multiple variations in
a many-core system are present, in this paper, we propose the
variation-aware core-level redundancy (VACLR) scheme that
leverages the plenty and diversity of the unreliable redundant
components. By exploiting the inherent core redundancy to
dynamically implement NMR subsystems, the yield could
be drastically increased. First, we propose the core-variation-
aware (CVA) scheme for robust computation under intercore
process variation. Furthermore, we observed that the tasks in a
task graph may have vastly different complexities. Not all tasks
in an application have the same vulnerability to errors, and the
tasks have different “significance,” which means the level of
reliability required. Thus, when a fixed value of redundancy
is applied for all types of tasks, it may lead to under-
design or over-design. By taking these insights into consider-
ation, we propose the core- and task-variation-aware (CTVA)
scheme for robust computation of mixed workload. As shown
in Fig. 2, the VACLR scheme considers the variations in both
cores and tasks, and it modifies the conventional reliability

model of NMR system to feature a more accurate task-to-core
allocation. The proposed scheme can achieve higher energy
efficiency for improving system reliability by determining the
proper number of redundancy and executing tasks only on
valid cores.

Our main contribution is the design space exploration.
We consider the impacts of variations in SER, task vulner-
ability, and task significance on the reliability of many-core
systems. The details are as follows.

1) A Variation-Aware Method for Calculation of
Redundancy: To avoid under-design and over-design
in exploiting inherent core redundancy, we construct
NMR tables that store the degree of redundancy.
We propose a systematic method for finding the
replication degree (i.e., the number of cores needed
to achieve the target reliability) according to the
information about hardware environment and target
application. On the hardware side, we refer to the
per-core error rates. On the application side, instruction
count is a measure of task vulnerability to errors, and
different settings of target reliability reflect the different
significance levels of tasks.

2) Variation-Aware Task-to-Core Allocation: To simulta-
neously reduce the probability of system failure and
minimize the number of cores used to execute the
target application for energy savings, we propose two
variation-aware task-to-core mapping algorithms by
utilizing the obtained NMR table accurately. The algo-
rithms determine which task type should be given the
priority to choose a core for allocation, and ensure only
effective NMR subsystems are formulated.

We validated the proposed VACLR scheme on Sniper-
TEVR [17], which is a modified multicore simulator. The
experimental results show that, under very high error rate
and critical charge variation, where the variation is equal to
100%, the proposed VACLR scheme can help to improve
the reliability by an average of 47.92% and achieve the
energy saving of 39% compared with conventional core-level
redundancy methods in different tested applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys the background of this specific topic area. Section III
describes the overview of system operation. The proposed
VACLR schemes are introduced in Section IV. In Section V,
we explain our simulation setup and present experimental
results. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Impact of Process Variation on Soft Error Rate

An empirical model [18] is often used to estimate SER, and
it is defined as

SER ∝ Nflux · CS · e
− Qcritical

QS (1)

where Nflux is the intensity of the neutron flux, CS is the
cross-sectional area of the node, QS is the charge collection
efficiency, and Qcritical is the minimum charge required to
cause bit flip. The SER is considered as a constant value across
the many-core systems in [11]–[15]. However, the core-to-core
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asymmetry is present when process variations increase with
technology scaling [4], [5].

Process variation is a result of the fabrication process
that cannot be precisely controlled at small-feature technolo-
gies, and the attributes of transistors exhibit deviations from
the nominal values. In particular, within-die variations have
become more serious and result in nonuniform process para-
meters, such as the threshold voltage (Vth) and the effective
length (Leff ) variations on different cores on a multiprocessor
system [5]. Since Vth and Leff both impact the critical charge
which is related to the SER, the variations for SER are
significant. According to the VARIUS model proposed in [19],
the process parameters Vth and Leff are both Gaussian ran-
dom variables. With the first-order approximation, the Qcritical
can be estimated as a sum of Gaussian distributed random
variables [18]. The reported chip-wide critical charge varies
from −33.5% to 81.7% in 45-nm technology [6]. In addition,
the variation is predicted to increase as feature size continues
to decrease. Consequently, the impact of process scaling on
SER is even more severe since SER is exponentially dependent
on Qcritical, and it causes the SER to be nonuniform between
each core.

B. Review of Robust System Designs

1) Conventional Spatial Redundancy Schemes: Spatial
redundancy has been extensively studied in the past decade.
The most basic form of spatial redundancy is replicating a
task and executing it on redundant hardware components.
Error detection is enabled for the degree of replication
of two, which is also referred as dual modular redun-
dancy (DMR) [12], [20], [21]. To enable error correction, triple
modular redundancy (TMR) [22], or even NMR [14], [15] with
a voting mechanism are proposed.

Various forms of spatial redundancy have been proposed at
different granularities. At the circuit level, razor [9] corrected
soft errors and timing violations by using a shadow latch,
which runs at a slightly delayed clock to detect the transient
pulse. In [23], the function units or the entire pipeline were
replicated for error resilience. More advanced forms of spatial
redundancy include ANT [24] and soft-NMR [25] in DSP
modules, which employed the probabilistic error models and
reduced precision replications at the architecture level. In [26],
the reliability of multicore processors was improved by min-
ing various redundancies inherent within a single core. The
aforementioned fine-grained spatial redundancy designs are
often more appealing for application-specific integrated circuit
designs because the modular-level redundancy techniques pose
large area and power overheads.

2) Core-Level Redundancy Schemes: In recent years, with
increasing core density integration, core-level redundancy has
been gaining popularity as there are built-in redundant cores
to be used in a many-core system. The core-level redundancy
scheme could be statically or dynamically formed. A static
core-level NMR system means that the cores in the NMR
system have physical links or dedicated hardware for com-
munication between redundant threads. UnSync-CMP [11]
achieved soft error resilience with adaptive DMR. It could

achieve better performance at lower power/area overheads,
supposing the soft errors are infrequent. Triple core redun-
dancy was also proposed in [27] with dedicated links and
queues. However, statically formed core-level NMR systems
are less flexible and may be impaired by permanent errors in
the system.

Therefore, many researchers have proposed the idea of
dynamic NMR systems, where the formulation of NMR
systems can be reconfigured to include different idle cores
depending on the system state. Dynamic core coupling [12]
proposed cache modification and synchronization protocols to
enable cores to be dynamically coupled as DMR pairs. Device
view redundancy [13] proposed to add a hardware component,
called the reliability device (RD), to enable the cores to
dynamically form NMR subsystems on demand. A designated
host core is responsible for the pairing of master and redundant
cores. The RD is equipped with address violation detection and
remote value queue units to ensure the local memories of the
redundant cores have the same data as the master core in order
to achieve input replication.

3) Variation-Aware Methods: Measured core-to-core
variation data for an 80-core processor on 65-nm CMOS
technology revealed the opportunity for variation-aware
designs [28]. To solve the serious variability and reliability
challenges in thousand-core processor chips using a
decananometric technology, Chaix et al. [29] proposed
variability-aware task mapping strategies for many-core
processor chips. In [29], the working frequency of each
core was finely tuned to maximize the performance without
generating timing error with the worst case design. It aimed
to achieve high-performance and low-energy consumption in
different variability scenarios.

To jointly optimize the aging of cores and soft-error
susceptibility for an MPSoC platform, Das et al. [30] pro-
posed combined dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
and mapping with selective replication of tasks. In [30],
the working frequency and voltage of each core were finely
tuned for each replica of a task. Yi et al. [31] proposed a
reliability-guaranteed two-phase approach for heterogeneous
multiprocessors. First, reliability requirement and timing con-
straint could be satisfied by determining assignments. Second,
a minimum resource scheduling algorithm was proposed to
generate a feasible configuration.

C. Design Issues in Prior Works

The related works in core-level redundancy have provided
the enabling hardware architecture and methodologies to
implement core-level redundancy with negligible area over-
head [11], [15]. How to choose the number of redundancy in
a homogeneous environment with a static fault rate had been
studied in [13]. For the reliable many-core system design in the
presence of variability effects, some works have considered the
core variation [29] and task variation [31]. However, the above
works ensure the reliability of each task by adjusting the
working frequency/voltage of each core or selecting the proper
type of processing elements. Therefore, they are lacking in
leveraging the inherent core redundancy in the many-core
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TABLE I

COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR PROPOSED SCHEME AND THE RELATED
WORKS IN MANY-CORE SYSTEMS

system. The comparison among related works is shown
in Table I.

In this paper, we propose the VACLR scheme that effec-
tively utilizes NMR at the core level to achieve the required
reliability when the many-core system exhibits intercore
variations and runs workloads of different significances and
vulnerabilities to errors. To the best of our knowledge, VACLR
is the first scheme fully considering the impacts of variations in
SER, task vulnerability, and task significance on the reliability
of many-core systems.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN OF THE VARIATION-AWARE

CORE-LEVEL REDUNDANCY SCHEME

When we solve the variability and reliability challenges with
the core-level redundancy methods, two main problems require
further discussions.

1) Variations in System Error Rate: As the core-to-core
variation in the system becomes significant, each core
has a different probability of erroneous execution in the
processor pipeline per unit time. With uneven reliability
in participating voters, the integrity of the NMR system
is reduced since all votes are given the same weighting
although they have different probabilities of producing
the correct output.

2) Variations in Task Vulnerability and Significance: When
a fixed value of redundancy is applied for all tasks,
it may lead to under-design or over-design. The reason
is that not all tasks have the same vulnerability to errors,
and tasks may not require the same level of protection.
Furthermore, many RMS applications exhibit a high
degree of inherent error resilience [32]. Therefore, not
all tasks in an application have the same influence on
the final results.

To address the problems above, we propose the VACLR
scheme that characterizes cores and tasks into different types,
and it uses the probability model to calculate required degrees
of redundancy for each task-type/core-type pair. Furthermore,
task-to-core allocation algorithms are devised to ensure only
effective NMR systems are formulated. In this section, we
describe the architectural model and execution flow of VACLR
scheme.

A. Variation Model for Hardware Environments and Tasks

Our system of interest, which is inspired by ERSA [10],
is a many-core system consisting of a fault-protected main

Fig. 3. Core count distribution of six core types for a 48-core processor
under system critical charge variation.

core together with many other cores that are less reliable and
account for most the computation-intensive tasks. Because
of the within-die parameter variation, the less reliable cores
can be further classified into M core types. A core type is
defined by the SER or the probability of erroneous execution
in the processor per instruction. The number of cores in
core type j is denoted by core_count j . According to related
works [18], [19], we assume that the distribution of critical
charge of different core types is Gaussian with the mean at μ
and standard deviation of σ . Fig. 3 is an illustration of core
count distribution under critical charge variation. To simplify
the problem, we approximate six levels of SERs (M = 6) at
Qcritical = μ ± 2.5σ , μ ± 1.5σ , and μ ± 0.5σ . Using (1),
we can approximate the error rate of core type j as

λ j = λ0e
jσ
QS , where j ∈ {0, . . . , 5} (2)

where σ is the standard deviation of the system critical charge,
and λ0, which can be generally estimated using radiation
testing and circuit simulation tools [33], [34], is the lowest
error rate with Qcritical = μ + 2.5σ . In the real-time testing
methods, researchers use a neutron beam accelerator and alpha
foils to conduct the accurate testing for SER. After estimating
the SER for each core, we can apply clustering algorithms to
categorize the cores into different core types.

We consider the smallest unit of the task executed on a core
to be a thread. For the rest of this paper, the words task and
thread will be used interchangeably. To analyze the different
vulnerabilities to errors, VACLR scheme categorizes tasks into
different task types based on the instruction count of each
task, and each task would have its own required degree of
redundancy. We collect statistics on the instruction count of
each task in the target application by offline simulation.

The setting of target reliability depends on the amount of
available resources, SER, and critical charge variation. For the
evaluation of significance levels of different tasks, the total
exploration space is huge, and the procedure of simulating all
possible combinations is time consuming. Therefore, we adopt
a heuristic-based method that analyzes the domain and range
of the function. More specifically, the soft error susceptivity of
each task with respect to the final result is analyzed to define
the target reliability. Section IV-B provides more detailed
discussion on the significance of different tasks.

All the information about within-die core-to-core varia-
tion profiles and workload characteristics, which is collected
in offline phase, can be brought into the operating system
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through the application programming interface proposed in
Sniper-TEVR [17]. Then, the construction of NMR tables and
task-to-core allocation will be executed in the scheduler at
run time. For details about the execution flow, one can refer
to Appendix A.

B. Reliability Model for Core-Level NMR

In our proposed schemes, we adopt the commonly used
exponential distribution model [14], [15] to express the relia-
bility of a task and core pair. For example, the reliability of
task type i with instruction count ti executing on core type j
with error rate per instruction λ j is expressed as

Ri, j = e−AVFi ·λ j ·ti (3)

where AVFi is the architectural vulnerability factor for task
type i running on the target processor architecture [35].
Following [36] and [37], we can estimate an overall error rate
for a given core-task pair by summing the contributions of
different instruction types. In this paper, we characterize the
variation of vulnerability at the level of applications.

In a general NMR system, the reliability can be obtained
through the binomial theorem in probability theory [14], and
it is expressed as

RNMR(N, k, i, j) =
N∑

m=k

(
N
m

)
Rm

i, j (1 − Ri, j )
N−m (4)

where RNMR is the reliability of executing the task on N
cores of the same error rate and comparing the results using
a majority voter unit; Ri, j is the reliability of a single module
execution as given in (3); k is the minimum number of error-
free votes for producing a correct final output, and k is usually
set to be �N/2�. Actually, there is no need for assuming the
N cores are of the same type. Equation (4) is assuming that
to express the relation compactly.

In our proposed schemes, with some general assumptions,
we can slightly modify the reliability model of NMR system
in (4) to reduce the number of cores used to execute the target
application. For the two results of DMR, compared with the
probability for them to be both correct, the probability for
them to be identically wrong is so small that we can assume
this is nearly impossible. For details of the derivation, one
can refer to Appendix B. With this observation in mind, when
the assigned cores produce two or more results with the same
value, it is considered as the correct result. Therefore, we can
set the parameter k in (4) to 2. In addition, we exploit the core
variation to modify the reliability model of an NMR system by
using in a manner of weighted voting. When the assigned cores
produce totally different results, we select the result from the
core with the best core type. Consequently, the mathematical
model of the total NMR system where N is equal to three, for
example, should be modified as

RNMR_modified(N = 3) = R1 + (1 − R1) · R2 · R3 (5)

where R1, R2, and R3 represent reliability of single mod-
ule execution on the best, second-best, and third-best core,
respectively. Other cases of different N-value can be similarly
calculated.

IV. VARIATION-AWARE CORE-LEVEL

REDUNDANCY SCHEME

First, we consider a many-core system where all tasks have
the same execution times, and propose CVA scheme. On the
other hand, for the case when the system is required to process
mixed workloads, we propose CTVA scheme to deal further
with the variations in task vulnerability and significance.

A. Core-Variation-Aware Scheme

1) Construction of Core-Variation-Aware NMR Table: In a
many-core system with error rate variations, we construct a
CVA NMR table that stores the redundancy required for each
level of error rate (N-value). Each entry in the NMR table
represents the required redundancy for tasks of one type to be
executed on that type of cores while the expectation of success
rate exceeding the target reliability. For each core type, we use
the modified reliability model of NMR system to calculate
the reliability of execution under NMR mechanism and then
compute the minimum N required for the RNMR_modified to
meet the target reliability, target Ri , of this task, as shown in
the following:

N = argmin
x

(RNMR_modified(x, 2, i, j) ≥ targetRi ). (6)

In this paper, based on our simulation setting, we limit
the maximum number of redundancy to be five cores as a
performance constraint. This is because as the number of
redundant units in an NMR system increases, the gain in
reliability begins to saturate due to the law of diminishing
marginal utility. If the maximum number of redundancy is
three cores, the achieved reliability may degrade in some cases.
On the other hand, if the maximum number of redundancy is
more than five cores, the achieved reliabilities are similar but
the energy consumption is much higher. Therefore, we think
the setting of maximum number of redundancy to be five cores
is a proper number.

If the SER is so high, or the execution time is so long that
each task cannot achieve its target reliability with five cores,
additional error resilient methods (e.g., sanity check [10])
would be required to further increase the reliability of such
task, or the original longer task would be partitioned into
multiple tasks. As a result, the VACLR scheme can still
achieve the target reliability.

In a many-core system, if all cores have the same error rate,
core-level NMR mechanism can improve the expected value
of overall success rate. However, when each core has different
error rates due to the process variation, the effectiveness of
an NMR system should be checked. When the required N is
greater than the maximum number (N > 5), which means the
reliability of this core-task pair may be really low, we need an
additional step to determine if the core type is valid or not
for the corresponding task. To determine the validity of a
core type, we have to check if it degrades the reliability of a
more reliable core when combing them into an NMR system.
Specifically, we determine N by using the strictest case, where
the NMR system is formulated by one core from a superior
core type and two cores from the examined core type, and the
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TABLE II

EXAMPLE OF CVA-NMR TABLE

criteria are given as

N =
{

5, if (2P R(1 − R) + (1 − P)R2 + P R2) > P

invalid, otherwise

(7)

where R and P are the reliabilities of single module exe-
cution on the examined and superior core type, respectively.
As shown in (7), N is saturated at five if two cores from
the examined core type can increase the reliability when they
participate in an NMR system with a core from a superior core
type, which means that core type is valid; otherwise, N is set
to be invalid, which prohibits task allocation on that core type.

Table II shows an example of the CVA-NMR table for a
48-core system with λ0 = 2 × 10−4, critical charge variation
3 σ /μ = 40%, and task with instruction count t = 190 at target
reliability of 0.95. In this case, the cores in core types A to E
are valid and can be used in the core-level NMR system, while
the type-F cores are invalid, denoted by a dash, and should be
avoided during thread mapping.

2) Core-Variation-Aware Task Allocation: Since the relia-
bility of conventional core-level redundancy degrades when
the system error rate becomes nonuniform due to process
variations in an advanced technology, a variation-aware
mapping algorithm is required to address this issue. The
generic mapping problem has been studied for heterogeneous
systems [38], [39]; however, previous studies mainly investi-
gated on how to maximize performance instead of reliability.
To achieve the required reliability of each task while mini-
mizing the total number of redundant execution, we determine
which cores to select in the system for NMR formulation based
on the information given in the NMR table.

For each parallel execution with M core types and T tasks,
we can construct an assignment matrix X ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 5}T×M

which represents the number of replicated tasks assigned to
each core type. Then, the thread mapping problem can be
formulated as follows:

min

{∑T
i=1 |targetRi − Ri |

T

}
(8)

s.t.
∑

j

Xi j ∈ {1, 3, 4, 5}, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T } (9)

and
∑

i

Xi j ≤ core_count j , where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}. (10)

The objective function in (8) aims to minimize the average
difference in the target reliability, target Ri , and the actually
achieved reliability, Ri , of all T tasks. The constraint in (9)

Algorithm 1 Core-Variation-Aware Task Allocation

ensures that the number of redundancy of each task must
be less than or equal to five. The reason DMR is ruled
out is that a system of two cores can only detect error
without correcting it. The NMR systems can instantly mask
errors without invoking recovery procedures, which is suitable
for high-performance or timing-critical operations. On the
other hand, the DMR also avoids reexecution after error
detection. Hence, it has the same reliability as redundancy-
free scheme, but requiring higher energy consumption. The
constraint in (10) indicates that the total number of tasks
assigned to each core type cannot exceed the given core count.
In the case where all the tasks can be categorized into a single
task type, the CVA-NMR table provides all the information we
need for determining the thread-to-core mapping.

Algorithm 1 presents the CVA task allocation based on
the CVA-NMR table. In each iteration, the algorithm assigns
the best remaining core to the task with currently minimum
achieved reliability. As the CVA-NMR table is already sorted
according to error rate, the algorithm starts from the best
core type (line 3) and determines which task has the lowest
reliability based on the current assignment. If the N-value of
the core type is valid, then the task with currently minimum
achieved reliability is assigned to a core in that core type. The
achieved reliability of each task can be obtained by adding
the ratios of the number of replicated tasks assigned and
the suggested N-value at each core type (i.e., the ratios of
Xtm and Qm in line 6). When the sum is less than one,
it indicates that the target reliability has not yet been reached
(line 7), and an instance of the task is assigned to a core in that
core type. When idle cores run out in one core type, the cores
in the next lowest error rate core type are considered. The
algorithm runs iteratively until the target reliability is achieved
for all tasks, or all valid cores are used.

As a step-by-step example, Fig. 4 shows how the assignment
matrix is updated. We consider a situation where two tasks are
executed on a 48-core system and the CVA-NMR table is con-
structed as shown in Table II. The size of assignment matrix
is two-by-six since we have two tasks and six core types.
According to Algorithm 1, the construction of assignment
matrix is as follows.
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Fig. 4. Example of assignment matrix updating flow in CVA task allocation.

Step 1 (Start From the Best Core Type): The type-A cores
are first considered for task allocation.

Step 2 (Assign One Core to the Task With Smallest Achieved
Reliability): At first, both tasks are currently unassigned and
have the same achieved reliability; hence one of the two tasks
is randomly chosen to be mapped onto type-A core. In this
example, task 1 is assigned to the type-A core.

Step 3 (When Cores Run Out in Current Type, the
Algorithm Moves to Next Core Type and Goes Back to Step 2):
As there is no free type-A core, the type-B cores are considered
for mapping. Task 2 would be mapped onto the next core
available in core type B . According to the CVA-NMR table,
tasks require three redundancies on type-B cores to achieve
the target reliabilities.

The algorithm of task allocation finishes when both tasks
have met their target reliabilities. The final state of the assign-
ment matrix shows that a single instance of task 1 has been
assigned to the type-A core, and three instances of Task 2 have
been assigned to three type-B cores.

B. Core- and Task-Variation-Aware Scheme

1) Construction of Core- and Task-Variation-Aware NMR
Table: The CVA-NMR table can be applied to a system
that executes multiple tasks with the same instruction count.
However, when mixed workloads are in the system, it is
necessary to jointly consider the effects of both task execution
time and core error rates. As shown in (3), we can observe
that the probability of error-free execution decreases as the
instruction count of task increases. Thus, instruction count is
a measure of task vulnerability to errors. Depending on the
instruction count of different tasks, we may need to adjust
the number of redundancy used. For a task with a larger
instruction count, it requires a larger N-value to achieve the
same reliability as a task with a smaller instruction count.

Therefore, we incorporate instruction count into the
CVA-NMR table and extend it to a 2-D table with the rows
indicating various task types and the columns representing
various core types. This new table is named CTVA NMR
table, and we denote it as Q ∈ R

T ×M . An example is shown
in Table III using the same error rate settings as Table II. This
table provides the complete information to achieve the target
reliability in the system and a quantitative characterization of
all incoming tasks according to the instruction count.

TABLE III

EXAMPLE OF CTVA-NMR TABLE

TABLE IV

EXAMPLE OF CTVA WITH SIGNIFICANCE NMR TABLE

2) Construction of Core- and Task-Variation-Aware NMR
Table With Significance: Another parameter that must be
considered when we determine N is the target reliability
of the task. The target reliability of a task depends on the
nature of the application. When considering emerging RMS
applications, one can find some tasks are more critical to the
final output than others, as suggested in [10].

Therefore, the proposed core-level redundancy scheme can
be further improved with more appropriate redundancy assign-
ment if the inherent fault tolerance of each task can be charac-
terized. Our approach to estimating the degree of significance
of each task is the offline simulation with fault injections.
We injected errors at the level of program variables and
simulated to see if injected errors cause application-level errors
by comparing the system responses with simulated fault-free
responses.

In the proposed CTVA with significance scheme, the target
reliability is categorized into two different values, the orig-
inal target reliability of the application and zero, which
mean whether to adopt NMR mechanism or not, respectively.
By executing the insignificant tasks without NMR mechanism,
we can reduce the number of total used cores and the energy
consumption. An example is shown in Table IV, where we
assume the task type 2 is not significant.

3) Core- and Task-Variation-Aware Task Allocation: For the
case when the many-core system has to execute mixed work-
loads, we employ the CTVA-NMR table instead. The mapping
algorithm based on the CTVA-NMR table is presented in
Algorithm 2. Since the workloads include different task types
now, we need to determine which task type should be given
the priority to choose a core for allocation. The algorithm
first assigns a core that is good enough for each task. Then
it supplies a task with other cores if necessary. Therefore,
the CTVA scheme can reserve resources for the tasks which
need the cores with lower SERs.
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Algorithm 2 Core- and Task-Varaition-Aware Task Allocation

In addition, simple addition for achieved reliability (line 6
in Algorithm 1) yields inaccurate estimation of the NMR
reliability when variations in both cores and tasks are present.
From (5), we can observe that the first core has a great
effect on the final reliability of NMR system, and the fol-
lowing cores will help to increase that by a relatively small
number.

As shown in Algorithm 2, to determine the priority of the
tasks, we sort the list of tasks first by the number of valid
core types for the task (valid_core) in ascending order, second
by the difference in N-value (delta_N) between the current
and the next core type in descending order, and then by
the currently achieved reliability (achieved_R) of the task
in ascending order (line 3). The parameters valid_core and
delta_N are both already available from the CTVA-NMR table,
and the currently achieved reliability is obtained from the
modified NMR reliability model in (5).

The tasks with the least number of valid core types will be
given priority (i.e., first in the list) in allocation because the
core types with higher error rates are invalid to them, and they
have fewer resources in the system that they can use. If there
are multiple tasks with equally few core types to choose from,
we then consider the task with the maximum difference in
N-value between the current and the next core type to mini-
mize the total number of cores used. If the value of delta_N
is again the same for multiple task types, the task with lower
currently achieved reliability based on current assignment is
considered.

After the priority of the tasks is determined, the algo-
rithm first assigns a core that is good enough for each task
(lines 5–9). If such cores do not exist, it will assign the
best core remaining in the current system (lines 10–15).
After the first core assignment is completed, each task gets
a relatively good core C1 and thus has a baseline reliable
execution. If there is any task that does not reach the target
reliability (line 19), and the number of core assigned to it is
equal to 1 (line 21), the algorithm will then simultaneously
assign the second and the third cores to the task to avoid the
case of DMR (lines 21–25). Then it checks the remaining tasks
with insufficient reliability and assigns the fourth or fifth core
one by one if necessary (lines 26–27).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

In order to validate the proposed methods in VACLR
scheme, we slightly modified the Sniper-TEVR [17] multicore
simulator, which had implemented the fault injection feature,
thread replication, thread allocation, and voting mechanism.
To simulate the result of the soft error, a random bit is
selected to be flipped during the execution of every operation
on each core. The injected error rate for each core is specified
separately according to the core type to model the impact of
process variations on SER.

The detailed simulator settings are shown in Table V, includ-
ing the processor configurations and fault injection parameters.
The minimum SER (i.e., the SER of core type A) was
specified, and we used the model presented in Section III
to determine the SER of each core type accordingly. For
comparisons, we evaluated conventional core-level redundancy
schemes where the fixed degree of redundancy is applied to
all tasks, and process variation is not considered when NMR
groups are formed. Specifically, we evaluated no redundancy
scheme, TMR, and 5-MR where the N-value is set to 1, 3,
and 5, respectively. These schemes then formulate the NMR
groups through random mapping [11], [13], [27].

We used two different types, computation intensive and
I/O intensive, of application to evaluate the proposed VACLR
scheme. Among different RMS applications that have the
properties of iterative computation or repetitive operation,
we choose the neural networks and k-means clustering for
computation intensive and I/O intensive applications, respec-
tively [40], [41]. For each tested application, we selected
input data size to maintain similar execution time across the
applications. We decomposed each tested application into
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TABLE V

SIMULATION SETUP

TABLE VI

TASK INFORMATION ABOUT NEURAL NETWORK

TABLE VII

TASK INFORMATION ABOUT K-MEANS CLUSTERING

different tasks, and we exploited the parallelization among
these tasks. Based on the Sniper-TEVR, we collected sta-
tistics on the instruction count of each task, as shown in
Tables VI and VII. For details about the tested applications,
one can refer to Appendix C. To quantize the reliability
of the tested applications, we used the success rate over
3200 simulation runs as the metric. A run is considered
successful if the final result is correct.

All core-level redundancy schemes achieve higher reliability
with the overhead of higher energy consumption from redun-
dant executions. We use McPAT [44] for power modeling of
a multicore processor. In order to have a better evaluation
of the gained reliability with respect to the total resources
used, we define energy-reliability ratio as the ratio between
the average success rate and the normalized total energy
consumed. It is expressed as follows:

Energy-reliability ratio = Average Success Rate

Normalized Total Energy
. (11)

It reflects a cost-performance ratio to show a scheme’s ability
to deliver system reliability given its energy consumption.

TABLE VIII

CONFIGURATIONS OF INSTRUCTION COUNT IN CVA SCHEME

When the target reliability is achieved, schemes with a higher
energy-reliability ratio are more desirable. Also, to avoid that
the energy-reliability ratio is dominated by tested applications
with less energy, the denominator of (11) is the normalized
total energy instead of total energy.

B. Evaluation of Core Variation-Aware Scheme

First, we evaluated the CVA-NMR scheme by simulating
the tested applications on a 49-core system under process
variations. The simulations on different systems with different
number of total cores show a consistent performance. As the
CVA-NMR scheme does not consider the difference between
tasks, we set the instruction count of each task to the same
value when computing the optimal number of redundancy for
each of the tasks. As shown in Table VIII, for each tested
application, there are two configurations of instruction count,
which are the maximum and minimum values in the whole
application, and we call them as CVA-max and CVA-min.
Compared with the CVA-min, the CVA-max tends to use
more degrees of redundancy. The target reliabilities are set
to 0.95. Because there exist high error resilience characteristics
in many RMS applications [10], the setting of target reliability
does not have to be close to 100%.

Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) show the success rate for conventional
static NMR systems using random mapping and the pro-
posed CVA-NMR scheme. As expected from the mathematical
models, the static NMR systems using random mapping begins
to show a decline in the success rate achieved. The k-means
clustering, with the properties of I/O-dependent and iterative
computation, suffers server degradation in success rate. The
possible reason is that the errors occur in I/O-related instruc-
tions may have huge influence on the way the program runs.
While system variation is equal to 40% and 80%, a realistic
value reported in [18], CVA-max and CVA-min have shown
to be more reliable than static NMR systems, respectively.
At more extreme variations, the difference becomes larger
because CVA-NMR scheme only maps tasks onto valid cores
and is able to avoid ineffective voting. Compared with the
5-MR system, the CVA-NMR scheme improves the reliability
around 10.9% (CVA-min) to 22.7% (CVA-max) averagely in
the range of 0% to 100% critical charge variation.

Fig. 7(a) presents the normalized total energy consumed in
the system with a neural network application. These values
are normalized to the value in the 5-MR scheme under 100%
critical charge variation, which is the highest value across
different scenarios. The total energy consumption of the static
NMR systems is constant across different variations, whereas
the CVA-NMR scheme is able to determine the proper number
of redundancy under different conditions, and the energy
consumption of the CVA-NMR scheme varies. When the
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of reliability under different critical charge variations between (a) CVA-NMR with different settings and conventional static NMR
systems using random mapping, (b) CTVA-NMR and CVA-NMR with different settings, and (c) CTVA-NMR with considering significance and CTVA-NMR
in the neural network application.

Fig. 6. Comparisons of reliability under different critical charge variations between (a) CVA-NMR with different settings and conventional static NMR
systems using random mapping, (b) CTVA-NMR and CVA-NMR with different settings, and (c) CTVA-NMR with considering significance and CTVA-NMR
in the k-means clustering application.

Fig. 7. Comparisons of normalized energy consumption under different critical charge variations between (a) CVA-NMR with different settings and
conventional static NMR systems using random mapping, (b) CTVA-NMR and CVA-NMR with different settings, and (c) CTVA-NMR with considering
significance and CTVA-NMR in the neural network application.

system variation is not large, the CVA-NMR scheme selects
just enough cores to perform core-level redundancy to reach
the target reliability. The CVA-NMR scheme saves around
7.1% (CVA-max) to 37.8% (CVA-min) of energy consumption
compared with the 5-MR system by executing tasks only on
valid cores, which result in higher energy-reliability ratio.

Fig. 8(a) shows the normalized total energy consumed in
the system with a k-means clustering application. We can
observe that the total energy consumption of the static NMR
systems is not constant across different variations. This is
because the iterative method needs extra iterations to converge
into the solution when some errors occur during computation.
Therefore, the energy consumption increases as the critical
charge variation increases. For the same reason, the CVA-max
can achieve higher reliability with lower energy consumption

compared to the CVA-min when the system variation is large.
The CVA-NMR scheme saves around 32.2% (CVA-max) to
33% (CVA-min) of energy compared with the 5-MR system.

In Fig. 8(a), when the variation is greater than or equal
to 80%, some core types with larger SERs are considered
invalid in the construction of NMR table. That is, CVA-max
scheme believes that using these invalid cores to implement
NMR subsystems results in a degradation in overall system
reliability. Therefore, CVA-max does not select these invalid
cores and reduces the energy consumption.

C. Evaluation of Core and Task Variation-Aware Scheme

Figs. 5(b), 6(b), 7(b), and 8(b) show that CVA-min is
an under-design, where the reliability suffers, and CVA-max
is an over-design as cores are wasted. This is primarily
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Fig. 8. Comparisons of normalized energy consumption under different critical charge variations between (a) CVA-NMR with different settings and
conventional static NMR systems using random mapping, (b) CTVA-NMR and CVA-NMR with different settings, and (c) CTVA-NMR with considering
significance and CTVA-NMR in the k-means clustering application.

TABLE IX

COMPARISONS OF ENERGY-RELIABILITY RATIO

because the CVA-NMR scheme is lacking in considering
the task variation in vulnerability. CVA-min underestimates
the required degree of redundancy for the weighted sum,
calculation of distance, and updating centroid. Thus, it cannot
achieve the target reliability. On the other hand, CVA-max
overestimates the required degree of redundancy for activation
function, calculation of distance, and cluster assignment. The
overestimation results in the excessive core usage and high
energy consumption. Therefore, when there are workloads
of different complexities, the proposed CTVA-NMR scheme
is required. With the awareness of difference in instruction
counts of different tasks, CTVA-NMR scheme assigns the
appropriate number of redundant cores to tasks according
to their vulnerabilities to errors, and thus it can achieve
target reliability with an average energy saving of 35.8%
and 17.3% compared to the 5-MR system and CVA-max
scheme, respectively. Compared with the 5-MR system, the
CTVA-NMR scheme improves the reliability by 20.5% aver-
agely in the range of 0%–100% critical charge variation.

The proposed VACLR scheme can ensure the system
reliability by using more redundancies when the environ-
ment becomes worse. We can observe this phenomenon in
Figs. 6(b) and 8(b). In the case of 40% variation, if the system
still keeps the same number of redundancy, the achieved
reliability would be lower than the target reliability. Therefore,
the system should use more cores to achieve the target
reliability and even has a success rate higher than the case
of 20% variation.

The proposed CTVA-NMR scheme can be further improved
with more appropriate redundancy assignment if the inherent
fault tolerance of each task can be characterized. By ana-
lyzing the specific nature of neural networks, we can find
that the activation function is nonlinear; as a result, it has
a great effect on the final outputs. Similarly, in the case

of updating centroid in k-means clustering, there are some
division operations, which are more sensitive to errors. And
the errors occurred in the calculation of distance and clus-
ter assignment would be corrected throughout the iterations.
Therefore, we set the target reliabilities of the relatively less
significant tasks (weighted sum, calculation of distance, and
cluster assignment) to 0’s when constructing the NMR table.
Figs. 5(c), 6(c), 7(c), and 8(c) show that the CTVA-NMR
with significance scheme can further reduce the energy con-
sumption compared to CTVA-NMR scheme while maintaining
the required reliability under small critical charge variation.
The CTVA-NMR with significance scheme obtains 20.2% and
48.8% of average energy savings compared to the CTVA-NMR
scheme and 5-MR system, respectively.

CTVA-NMR with significance scheme tends to sacrifice a
little reliability for lower energy consumption by exploiting
the inherent error resilience in some tasks. Therefore, it is
suitable for energy-efficient systems if there exist tasks with
different significance levels in an application. For systems
with high reliability requirements, CTVA-NMR scheme is
most capable of achieving the target reliability with acceptable
energy consumption compared with conventional core-level
redundancy methods.

D. Evaluation of Energy-Reliability Ratio and Overhead

The average energy-reliability ratio in different tested appli-
cations is shown in Table IX. The proposed schemes can
determine the proper number of redundancy and execute tasks
only on valid cores; therefore, CVA-max, CTVA-NMR, and
CTVA-NMR with significance are able to achieve an average
of 63%, 90%, and 133.9% improvement in energy-reliability
ratio compared to the 5-MR scheme over the range of system
variations, respectively.
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TABLE X

OVERHEAD OF THE VACLR SCHEME

The proposed VACLR scheme has to construct CTVA-NMR
tables and assignment matrices for robust computation, and
the final result of the NMR system is decided using major-
ity voting. Based on simulation results using Sniper-TEVR
multicore simulator, we evaluated the energy and timing
overhead of the proposed VACLR scheme compared to the
conventional static NMR systems using random allocation,
as shown in Table X. For an RMS application, the proposed
VACLR scheme just needs to do one-time construction of
NMR table and assignment matrix for each task. But the tasks
are executed repetitively in the whole program. Therefore,
the energy and timing overhead are diluted. In summary,
the average total energy and timing overhead with respect
to the whole execution with VACLR scheme are 1.66%
and 1.89%.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the VACLR scheme which takes
into account the characteristics of tasks and error rate vari-
ations in many-core systems. We have used mathematical
models to construct three types of NMR tables that store
the degree of redundancy required under different system
environment and workloads. The two proposed task-to-core
allocation algorithms can help to achieve target reliability
with higher energy-reliability ratio, which is validated by the
modified Sniper-TEVR multicore simulation platform.

APPENDIX A
EXECUTION FLOW OF VACLR SCHEME

As shown in Fig. 9, similar to the design in ERSA [10], the
main core is protected by conservative design choices, e.g.,
conservative voltage scaling and guard banding. The main core
provides error handling techniques, such as task completion
time limit, memory access boundary check, and exception
handling for less reliable cores to avoid the system crash.

At runtime, based on the information about hardware
environment and the target application, the main thread exe-
cuted on the main core initializes the NMR table for all the
threads first, as shown in Fig. 9. After the initialization of the
NMR table, whenever some threads are spawned for parallel
execution, the main thread will construct the assignment

Fig. 9. Architectural model and execution flow of VACLR scheme.

matrix based on the proposed allocation algorithm. Then,
the main thread creates and replicates each thread by the
appropriate number. The task scheduler allocates these threads
to the proper less reliable cores according to the assignment
matrix. After the less reliable cores finish the execution of each
thread, the results are transmitted to the main core, where the
final result of the NMR system is decided using majority vot-
ing. If some subsequent threads need to be executed, the main
thread will pass the error-corrected intermediate results to
them and continue the operations. Otherwise, the main thread
will finish and output the final results of the application.

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF MODIFIED RELIABILITY

MODEL OF NMR SYSTEM

First, we assume that the errors will cause only one bit
flipped in an instruction. The probability for two instructions
having the same bit flipped is calculated as

Pequ_wrong =
(

bits
1

)
·
(

λ j

bits

)2

(12)

where Pequ_wrong denotes the probability that two instructions
are identically wrong, and bits is the total bits of each
instruction (e.g., 32 or 64). The probability for two instructions
to be both correctly executed is

Pequ_correct = (1 − λ j )
2. (13)

Second, we assume that if the results generated by two
less reliable cores are identically wrong, then they must be
either correct simultaneously or identically wrong at every
instruction. The probability for two results being identically
wrong is given as

Pequ_wrong_tot =
ti∑

w=1

(
ti
w

)
Pw

equ_wrong Pti−w
equ_corr (14)

where Pequ_wrong and Pequ_corr are given above, ti denotes total
instruction count of task type i , and w is the total count of
the instructions that are influenced by the errors and have one
bit flipped. Compared with the probability of two results both
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being correct, the probability for them to be identically wrong
is so small that we can assume this is nearly impossible.
For example, we assume that the instruction count is 1000,
the SER is 10−4, and the instructions are 64-b long. The
above equations give us Pequ_wrong_tot ∼= 1.28 × 10−7, and the
probability for two results are both correct is approximately
equal to 8.19 × 10−1.

APPENDIX C
TESTED APPLICATIONS

A. Neural Network

The neural network computes a 5-input XOR function with
three hidden layers. There are five neurons in each hidden
layer. It is a fully connected neural network, where each
neuron is connected to all neurons in the previous layer. There
are two consecutive tasks, the weighted sum and the activation
function, in each neuron. During the execution of the neural
network, all the weighted sum tasks in the neurons within the
same layer are parallel executed on different cores. After the
weighted sum tasks complete, the tasks for activation function
in different neurons are parallel executed.

B. K-Means Clustering

The k-means clustering partitions n observations into
k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster
with the nearest mean. In our tested application, there are
five randomly generated 2-D input points and two clusters.
The algorithm proceeds by executing three types of tasks
iteratively. First, all the input points calculate the distance
between themselves and each current centroid in a parallel
manner. Second, the algorithm assigns each input point to
the nearest cluster based on the calculated distances. Third,
both of the clusters update the new means to be the centroids
in a parallel manner. The algorithm has converged when the
assignments no longer change. In error-free situations, gradual
updates occur. However, soft errors occurring in computing
cores can result in unstable behaviors in the algorithm. If the
number of iterations exceeds two times the number in normal
case, the algorithm will terminate and output the current
results.
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